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On compact sets preserving Markov’s inequality, Bernstein-type conditions for a 
continuous function to be of class Ck are discussed. Also, relationships between the 
distribution of zeros of polynomials of best uniform or L, approximation to a given 
function and its differential properties are established. 0 1991 Academic press, I~C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We present in this note some extensions of results given by Bernstein in 
the very beginning of the twentieth century. 
In 1912 Bernstein proved (see, e.g., [4, p. 2001) that iff is a continuous 
2rr-periodic function and dist(f, T,) = O( l/nkfP), 0 < p 5 1 (T, denotes the 
set of trigonometric polynomials of degree not exceeding n) then f is of 
class Ck and the kth derivative off satisfies either Lipschitz condition with 
an exponent p, provided 0 < p < 1, or lf’k’(x) -f’“‘(y)1 = 0( 16 log 6/), for 
Ix - yI 5 6, provided p = 1. This theorem together with Jackson’s theorem 
(see, e.g., [4, p. 1391) was the starting point of the constructive function 
theory. It is not possible to give in a short paper any review of extensions 
of these theorems. We shall prove a Bernstein-type theorem for a wide 
class of compact subsets of gN (or UN) preserving Markov’s inequality 
(cf. Section 3). 
In [l, p. 4501 Bernstein observed that if zeros of the polynomials of best 
approximation to a positive function f E C[ - 1, 1 ] are outside an open 
neighbourhood U of [ - 1, l] then f can be extended to a holomorphic 
function in U. Plesniak [13] generalized Bernstein’s theorem to the case of 
approximation in the space L,(E, p), where (E, p) satisfies Leja’s poly- 
nomial condition (L*), see Section 5. 
The case of uniform approximation was studied by Walsh [25], Borwein 
[3], Blatt and Saff [2], and by the author [26]. These results may be 
summarized in the following way. 
Let E be a compact subset of V such that each point of its external 
boundary is regular with respect to the Dirichlet problem. If a complex 
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function f is continuous on E and the sequence P,(z) = annzn + . . . + a, csf 
polynomials of best uniform approximation tends tof on E then, for some 
> 1 the following statements are equivalent: 
(1’) f can be extended to a function that is holomorphic in 
&:=(z~~::~(z)<R), 
(2”) lim s~p~+~ Ian,, 1 ‘In 5 l/d. R, where d = d(E) is the trans~n~te 
diameter of Ej 
(3”) for every R, E (1, R) there exists A E % such that P,(z) # A cm 
the closure of E,,. 
Also, in [26, Theorem 91, it was pointed out that if 9, 
E,“, where the sequence {R;” > is rapidly decreasing to z 
the Holder continuity property (see (2.3)) then f is extendible to a C” 
function in .!S*. If zeros of polynomials of best approximation approa 
set faster then we obtain a lower class of differentiability of a functio 
is approximated. Precisely, Borwein [3] showed that if fE C[ - 1, l] a 
polynomials P, are different from zero in I,, respectively, where E, is the 
open ellipse with foci at - 1 and 1, and axes (R, + R;“)/2, with 
R =n(k+l+p)‘n, p E (0, 11, k being a positive integer, for all M, then f is 
k-“times continuously differentiable in the interval ( - 1 -+ E, 1 -E), for any 
small positive E. In [27], it was given a lirst attempt at extending Borwein’s 
result to the case of plane sets. This paper contains a refinement of those 
results, also in other-than uniform-norms. 
Plesniak [ 111 developed the theory of quasianalytic functions of several 
variables in the sense of Bernstein. In Section 5, we give (using, in fact, an 
old Bernstein’s condition, cf. (5.6)) an extension of a Plesniak result on Cm 
quasianalytic functions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let E be a compact subset of XN, where X is a field of either real: S! 
or complex: V scalars, and p be a positive finite Bore1 measure on E 
LJE, ,n) we denote the vector space of all p-measurable complex functions 
defined on E such that 
Ilfll, := s, IfI” & < ~0, for O<ptI 
(in this case I/. lip is an F-norm and (L,(E, p), jl . II,) is a Frtchet space, see, 
e.g., [17]), or 
640/61/3-2 
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and 
llfll a, := ess sup If1 < GO. 
E 
If a function f is continuous on E (briefly fE C(E)) then llfil m is equal to 
the usual uniform norm and it will be denoted by IlfllE. 
Let Pn(X”) be the set of all polynomials of N variables of degree at 
most IZ. Given function f~ L,(E, p), p > 0, and 12  0 we put as usual 
Then 
dist,(f, PH(X”)) := inf( Ilf- Qll, : Q E PE(.X”)). 
P,$?(f) := {P E 9fn(sfN) : llf- PII, = dist,(f, Pn(X”))} 
is the set of elements of best &-approximation to fin Yn(X”). For each 
IZ, N, and p the sets P,<,$(f) are nonempty. If 1 <p < ~0, then the space 
LJE, 11) is strictly convex and, consequently, P$$(f) contains exactly one 
element. In the case N = 1 and p = co each f~ C(E) possesses exactly one 
element of best approximation (see, e.g., [4, p. SO]) but for n 2 2 there is 
a noncontinuous ~‘EL,(E, ,u) with P,,, (“)(f) containing more than one 
point (see, e.g., [22, p. 2221). If Ec W and /J is nonatomic then for each 
n one can find a function f~ L,(E, /J) that has infinitely many elements of 
best approximation in YH(99) (we refer the reader to [7] and to Section II 
2.5 of [22]). 




for z E qN (here E c WN is treated as a subset of VN and WN as a generic 
subspace of gN, that is, +J?. gN = UN). In case N= 1, QE coincides 
(cf. [18]) with Leja’s extremal function associated with E (see, e.g., 
[S, p. 2631) defined by the formula 
For z E %‘, where @) = (wok, . . . . wkk} is an arbitrary system of k + 1 different 
points of E. 
From (2.1) we immediately derive the well-known Bernstein-Walsh 
inequality 
IfYz)I s c@E(Z)l” IlYlE, for PEgn(WN), ZE%?~. (2.2) 
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We say that @, has the Holder continuity property (brie y (HCP)) if there 
exist constants IC > 0 and Y 2 1 satisfying 
Q,(z)2 l+Id"', dist(z, E) 2 6 5 1. (2.3) 
3. BERNSTEIN-TYPE CHARACTERIZATION OF Ck FUNCTIONS 
First we recall a known result. 
LEMMA 3.1 (see, e.g., [23, Lemme IV 3.31). There are positive constants 
C, (depending only on a E 3: ) such that for any compact subset E of 6%” 
and any E > 0 there exists a function u, E C “(6%‘“) satisfying 
u,= 1 in a neighborhood ofI& 
u,(x) = 0, if dist(x, E) >= E, 
osu,i 1, 
and for every a E S”, it holds 
p”u,(x)l 5 ca&+‘, XGEN, (3.19 
where D” = 8iz’/3xq1 . . .8x?, and la/ = clll + . . + aM. 
A compact subset E of XXN is said to have the property (I?) if there exist 
constants y > 0 and r > 0 such that for every n = 1,2, . . . and every 
P E 9$(X”) if dist(x, E) 5 l/d then the following inequality is satisfied 
IW)l5 Y lIPlIE. 
It should be mentioned here that we take into account points x of 5%‘“. 
Remark 3.2. If QE has (HCP) then the Bernstein-Wals 
yields 
n Ilam if dist(x, E) 5 l/nr. 
Hence, in that case, we have (P). It is not known whether there is a set 
having (P) whose extremal function has not (HCP). t is even not known 
whether (P) implies continuity of QE on @TN. 
From (P), applying Cauchy integral formula one can immediately derive 
the following version of Markov’s inequality (see [Is]): for every multi- 
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index a~.5?: there exists a constant M= M(E, a) > 0 such that for any 
polynomial P E Yn(X”), n = 1, 2, . . . . it holds 
IID”PII E 5 Mn”“’ 11 PII E. (3.2) 
Observe that Y in (3.2) is the same as in (P). 
If P E gn’,(gN) then Q(x, JJ) = Q(x,, . . . . xN, yr, . . . . yN) := P(x + iy) = 
P(x, + iy1, . ..) x,,, + iyN) is a polynomial of 2N real variables and 
(where zj = xj + ivj), for cl’, a2 E ST, x, y E BN. Therefore, from (3.2) we 
get 
IID (a1~a2)Q~~E~Mn”“‘+“Z’ lIPlIE. (3.3) 
Now, we can formulate the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose E has the property (P). Let f E C(E) and assume 
that 
dist,(f, 9$(X”)) 5 A4/nrk+p, (3.4) 
where A4 = M(E, f) > 0, r is given by (P), k is a nonnegative integer and 
p E (0, r]. Then there exists a function f * E Ck(gN), if X =99 (or 
f* E Ck(WzN), tf X =V), such that f* = f on E and for each a~2: 
(or CI E a”,“), Ial = k, either D’f * satisfies Lipschitz condition on E with 
an exponent p/r (briej7y Oaf * ELLS,,,.), provided 0 <p < r, or 
ID”f*(x)-D”f*(y)l 544, 16log61,for x, yeE, I/x-yll SJ,providedp=r 
Vor brevity we shall write-in honor of Bernstein-D’f * E B(E)). 
The proof (cf. [ 10, Theorem 5.11 and [4, p. 2001) is presented for the 
case A’” = W. Set Q, = P, , Q, = P,, - PZn-l, where P, E P,<z>( f ). For each 
~1, let U, = qn be a C” function obtained from Lemma 3.1 for E, = l/2”. We 
claim that 
f* := f u,Q, (3.5) 
PZ=O 
is an extension of class Ck of the function f to WN. 
Sinceu,I,=l,wegetf*=fonE.TakeaE%~ suchthat lcllsk.Then 
we obtain 
SUP ID%Q, I = SUP ID%Qn I 
4eN &I 
rC sup ID”-%I ID’Q,l, 
BSm G 
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where E, := {x E gN : dist(x, E) 5 E,}. By applying, in turn, (3.11, (P), an 
(3.2) we get 
where 44, = M,(E, IX, f) > 0 is an appropriate constant. By the bypotbes~s 
IlQnllES Ilf --P,,ll,+ Ilf -PZ”~IllE~M3/2n’rk+p’, (3.7) 
and, consequently, by (3.6) 
sup IDau,Qn I 5 AJI&““~- ‘a’)+np. 
.4P 
(3.8) 
This means that the function f * is of class Ck in gN. 
Take ol~L!Zy, lal=k, and x,y~E, Ilx-yil=S, 5>0. Choose m21 
satisfying 
Then, by (3.8) we get 
m-l 
IW-*(xl - Ff*(u)l S c PaQ,(x, - ~“QnLv)l + $$. (3.10) 
fZ=O 
The mean-value theorem, (P), (3.2), and (3.7) yield 
PQ,<x) - &?,CY)I 5 Ibad o”Q, IIE /lx - Al 
5 M6 62”” ~ 0). 
Hence 
m-l 
‘ID”f*(x)-Pf*(y)l S&f6 6 c 2”(‘-P)+M5bP”. 
II=0 
Therefore, by applying (3.9) 
pf*(x) -rf*(y)l 5 M,SP”, provided 0 < p < r, 
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or 
ID”f*(x) - Oaf*(y)1 5 S(A4,m + M,) 5 M8 6 log l/6 
(for sufficiently small 6), provided p = Y. 
The case X = %’ can be proved along similar lines by using (3.3) instead 
of (3.2). 
4. DISTRIBUTION OF ZEROS OF THE POLYNOMIALS OF BEST 
APPROXIMATION TO A FUNCTION OF CLASS Ck: UNIFORM NORM CASE 
Let E be a compact subset of the complex plane with continuous Leja’s 
extremal function L,. If E, denotes the unbounded connected component 
of V\E then 
LEG) = 
1, z~QWc.x, 
exp G(z), ZEE,, 
where G is the Green function of E, with a pole at infinity (18, p. 2801, 
see also [lS]). 
In this section the subscript E in the symbol of the norm is omitted (i.e., 
/[.[I = I/. (1 E). Let W(E) denote the closure of the space P(q) 1 E in the norm 
II ./I3 where ~@) = Unto Pn(%?). According to Mergelyan’s theorem IV(E) 
coincides with the set of functions continuous on E that have analytic 
extension to the interior of %\Em. We are interested only in functions from 
W(E) therefore it will be assumed that %\E = E,. 
Let t, be the usual II th Chebyshev polynomial of E, that is, 
1) t, jl = min{ lIPI( : P E Yn(%), P is manic}. (4.1) 
Since L, is continuous, the transhnite diameter d= d(E) of E, being equal 
(see, e.g., [S, p. 2671) to the Chebyshev constant t(E) := lim, + m /It, II IIn, is 
positive. We assume that the following inequality is fulfilled: 
IIt, II - 5 cd, 
d” (4.2) 
where C > 0 and L 2 0 are constants depending only on E. (This inequality 
will be discussed more precisely later in this section.) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a polynomial P(z) = a,z” + . . . + a, have no zeros in 
E, := {LE(z)<R), R> 1. Then 
la, I 5 IIPIlId”R”. (4.3 1 
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ProojI Let the sequence (zm}~ be Leja’s extremal sequence associated 
with E (its existence has been shown in [9]) satisfying 
and 
ILl( I lL(Z,)l, ZEE, m/l 
d= lim Ilm(~,)/l’m, 
m-tm 
where l,(z) := (z - zO) . . . (z-z,- i), m 2 1. It was mentioned by Plesniak 
[ 13, Lemma 1.41 that if all zeros of the polynomial i”(z) = 
a,(z - cl). . . (z - cn), a, # 0, are contained in E, then 
Ia-1 d”L,(c,)...LE(c,)= iim JP(z,)...P(z,~,)I”“. 
m*m 
This yields the required inequality. 
Under the above assumptions and notations we can present he following 
refinement of [27]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let E have the property (P) and let f E C(E) 
R = nCrk+ ’ f Y+ ‘jin, where k is a positive integer, r is defined by 
sa:isfies (4.2), and p E (0, r]. Suppose there exists a constant A E 59 such that 
for almost ali n 
P,(z) -A # 0, (4.41 
where P, E P,<O;, )( f) and z E ERn. Then there exists a function f * E Ck(9?\“) 
such that f *‘= f on E and for each LX E 3:) 1011 = k, D”f* E Lip,,,(E), 
provided 0 < ,o < r, or D”f * E B(E), provided p = r. 
Proof It is enough to prove (3.4) for n=2”, m 2 1. 
P,(z) = annzn + . . . + aon (arm can be equal to zero). By (4.4), from (4.3) we 
derive 
llf-P,/I 5 Ilf-(Pn+I-an+l,n+ltn+l)ll 
Since P,, 1 is a polynomial of best approximation to f we have 
‘jlP,+ ilj 5 2 /If /I. Hence, (4.5) and (4.2) yield 
llf -P,Il 5 Ilf -Pn+Ill + 
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for almost all II, with M1 = M,(E, f). Now, since IIf- P, /I -+ 0, sub- 
stituting the value of R, we get 
and, by putting n = 2” 
IIf- P2m 11 5 M2/2m(‘k+P). (4.6) 
It seems to be interesting to minimize the exponent in the estimation of 
R,. First, assume that L,= QE has (HCP) and take into consideration the 
number r from (2.3). By Remark 3.2, in this case it is the same number r 
as in (P). If each connected component of E has its diameter not smaller 
than a fixed positive number then r 5 2 (see [19, Lemma 11). In some 
special cases we can take r = 1. For example, let E satisfy the following 
condition: 
(B) there exists a constant b > 0 such that for each z E E there exists 
z” E E such that the closed ball B(z”, b) c E and z E B(Z, b). 
For every w E %? there exists z E E satisfying I w - zl = dist(w, E). In view of 
(B) we get 
LE(+v) 5 LBci,bJ~) = max(1, IW - z”l/b). 
Therefore we have (2.3) with r = 1. 
This observation and Cauchy integral formula lead to the classical 
Bernstein inequality (see, e.g., [4, p. 911): 
llP’llB(0,1)~’ lI%(0,1)~ P E 9y??). 
If E= [ - 1, l] then LE(z) = /z + dzj, the branch of the square root 
is chosen to satisfy lz + dzlz 1 on W. Thus, for a point w E ( - 1, 1) we 
obtain LE(z)~l+lc,6, for lz-wl~6=6(w)<min(ll-wl,Il+wl). This 
leads, via (3.2), to another Bernstein’s inequality (see, e.g., [4, p. 911): 
IP’(z)l 5 cn IIPII [-1,112 PE9g%), Jzj s l-E, 
where the constant C depends on small E > 0. On the other hand, since 
L,-,,,,(l+s)= 11 +s+Jm(, it is visible that r=2 is the smallest 
possible in (2.3) for Lc-1,17. 
Now, devote some remarks to the inequality (4.2). If L, has (HCP) then, 
repeating the argument of the proof of [19, Theorem l] we get 
II t, II -5 Mn’+l. 
d” 
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In particular, if E is connected and contains more than one point then 
1” E [O, I/2), cf. [6]. If additionally V\E, is convex then A= 0, see [ 
t is worthwhile to study whether the estimation of 
is sbarp. 
EXAMPLE 4.3 (the idea is taken from the proof of 
theorem, e.g., [4, p. 1271). Take E=B(O, 1) and put 
case we have Y = 1 and A = 0), where p E (0, l]. For 
h, := a,- 1 - a,, > 0 and the function f(z) := C,“= 1 b,z 
polynomial B,(z) = C;= i b,z3” is a polynomial of best uniform approxima- 
tion to f in the space P1(%?), 3” 5 I< 3”+ ‘. Indeed, for the points 
zjs=&z~~3/3s+‘, O-Cj<23"+', we have (f - P,s)(z,,,) = ( - 1 )j a, and, conse- 
uently 
as= I(f-Ps)(zjs)l I lIf-Ps/l 5 lbnl =a,. 




5 (3!- - 1) 2+ c (3s(k+p9 for 513, 
n=l 
the sequence ( l/P, II ER,,} is bounded. Thus, applying Theorem 4.2 we obtain 
that f can be extended to a function of class Ck- ’ in 9I?‘. On the other 
hand, since we have (4.7), proceeding along the same lines as in the proo 
of Theorem 3.3 we can construct an extension off of class Ck. Therefore 
the estimation of R, is not exact, but to obtain (4.6) we need this “super- 
fluous unity.” 
5. THE BERNSTEIN-MARKOV INEQUALITY 
Let JA be a positive finite Bore1 measure defined on a compact subset E 
of XXN. The pair (E, ,u) is said to satisfy Leja’s type polynomial condition 
(L*) if for every family F c 9(X”) such that 
~t’z’E:;g$ IJYz)l= cd)=0 
and for every b 5 1 there exists an open neighbourhood U of E an 
positive constant A4 such that 
sup IP( 5 MbdegP, PEF. 
ZEZJ 
e recall two versions of the Bernstein-Markov inequality. 
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LEMMA 5.1 ([20] in the complex case and [12] in the real one). Let 
(E, p) satisfy (L*). If X” = V we suppose additionally that 
p(E n B(z, t)) > 0, for each t>O andzES, (5.1) 
where S is a subset E such that lIPliE= IIPlls, for every PE Y(QYN). (For 
X = W this assumption is not necessary, see [12].) Then for every a> 1 
there exists a constant C, > 0 such that for every P E Ya(XN), n 2 1, we have 
lIPlIES CPU” lIPlIp, provided p 2 1, or (5.2) 
lIPlIE CPan llPllj’p, provided 0 <p < 1. (5.3) 
LEMMA 5.2 ([S, Theorem 21 and Siciak, personal communication). Let 
(E, u) satisfy the following “density condition” 
(D) there exist positive constants C and m such that for each z E S and 
t E (0, 1 ] it holds 
p(E n B(z, t)) 2 Ct”. 
If, moreover, QE has (HCP) then there exists a constant C, > 0 and an 
exponent 1 such that for each P E Yn(XN) we have 
lIPlIE c,n’ lIPlIp, provided p 2 1, or (5.4) 
lIPlIE c,n’ llPIlj’p9 provided 0 <p < 1. (5.5) 
By the kind permission of Professor J. Siciak, this proof is presented for 
a convenience of the reader. Let P Ebb. Take z E S such that 
IP( = II PII E. For w E B(z, t) n E, t E (0, 11, by applying in turn the mean- 
value theorem, the Bernstein-Walsh inequality (2.2) with (HCP), and 
Markov’s inequality (3.2) we obtain 
[P(z) - P(w)1 5 Mn’t(1 + tctl’r)n /IPIlE. 
Put t = l/(Kn)r. Then 
IPIlE- IP( 55 lIPlIE. 
We can take rc big enough to satisfy Me < K~. Therefore 
IIPII ;r MI IfYW)l”> o<p<co. 
According to the condition (D), by integrating the above inequality on 
B(z, l/(~n)~) n E we get the result. 
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Remark 5.3. Goetgheluck [S, Theorem 21 has proved that if E is a 
uniformly polynomially cuspidal (briefly (UPC)) subset of XN (for the 
definition and properties see [lo]) and if ,LL is the Lebesgue 
inequalities (5.4) and (5.5) hold. An inspection of Goetgheluc 
mitted Siciak to restate the lemma in the more general sett 
one can show that if E is (UPC) and p is the Lebesgue measure then the 
pair (Eg p) satisfies (D). Moreover, in [21] Siciak has given an example of 
a Cantor type set E whose extremal function has (HCP) (evidently E is mt 
(UPC)) and the pair (E, p), where p is the one-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure, fulfills (D). 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 3.3 we Q 
the following 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let (E, p) satisfy (D) and let 46, have ( 
f E C(E) and one of the following conditions is fulfilled 
dist,(f, pX(X”)) = O(~/FZ~~+‘+~), for p 2 1, or 
dist,(f, EFQX”)) = O(l/np(‘k+‘Cp)), for O<p<l, 
then there exists a function f*e C"(W") (or f* EC~(%‘~) in the case 
X =%T) such thbt f * = f, ,a = a.e. on E and for any OL E 3: (or CI E LF’:“)~ 
Ial = k, either Oaf * E Lip,,,(E), provided 0 < p < r, or D"f * E B(E), provided 
p = Y. 
We conclude this section with an improvement of Bernstein’s re 
on quasianalytic functions. A function f E L,(E, p), 0 <p 5 m, is ca 
p-quasianalytic in the sense of Bernstein if there exists an increasing 
sequence of integers (nj> such that 
lim sup dist,(f, Z$(X”))“‘J < 1. 
j + cc 
In this case we shall write f E B,(E, {n,>). A wide description of properties 
of co-quasianalytic functions can be found in [.l I]. The reader is also 
referred to [12, 141 (the Orlicz space case). 
PROPOSITION 5.5 (cf. [ll, Theorem 9.3; 10, Remark 7.31). Let (E? ,u) 
have the property (D) and let QE have (HCP) Vor the case p = 03 it is 
enough to assume that E has the property (P)). Let f e B,(E, {nj>) and 
lim sup (In nit l)/nj = 0. 
j-m 
Then there exists a function f*ECw(9i?N) (f*EC”(932N) @“X=%7) sue 
that f* = f, p-a.e. on E. 
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Proof for p E [ 1, co) and X = ~32 (the other cases are analogous). By 
(5.6), for any a > 1 one can find j, such that 
nj+l 5 a?, j>jo- (5.7) 
Since f E B,(E, {IZ~}) we have also 
(5.8) 
where O<q< 1, M, >O, and P$‘) 
j=l,2 
is a fixed polynomial from Pzf$(f), 
) . . . . The extremal function of E has (HCP), hence 
dist(E, WN\E, +6) 2 M,6’, 0<651, M,=M,(E)>O. (5.9) 
Thus, for 6 = l/nj+ I the set 
{ZERO: dist(z, E)<&j:=M,/nJ+,} 
is contained in E, + I,nj+,. To every sj there corresponds a function 
uje Cm(9JN) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.1. Put 
f*= f UjQj, 
j=O 
for Q, := P$‘> and Qj := P,,+, (p) - Pz,p). By repeating the proof of inequality 
(3.6) we get, for a fixed CI E %““+, 
sup ID”u.Q.1 Z&n:;; IIQ.11 J J J E, RN 
(5.10) 
where M, = M,(E, a). From (5.4) and (5.8) we derive 
IlQjll,SM~nj+, IlQjlIIp5M5~~+l~‘. 
This, together with (5.7) and (5.10), yields 
sup lD”ujQjl 5 M6(ai”lrf’q)~. 
BN 
The quantity in parentheses can be chosen to be less than 1, therefore the 
series D"f * is uniformly convergent on BN. Since the reasoning is valid for 
any multi-index a, the function f * is C” on gN. 
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6. DISTRIBUTION OF ZEROS OF THE PQLUNOMIALS OF 
APPROXIMATION TO A DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIQN (THE L,-NORM CASE) 
Let again E be a compact subset of the plane V and p a positive 
measure on E. 
The purpose of this section is to present in unified form results 
concerning the relationship between the distribution of zeros of the poly- 
nomials of best approximation to differentiable and holomor~hi~ frictions 
in the case of L,-approximation, for all positive p. First we shall deal with 
functions of class Ck. 
By WJE, 11) we denote the closure of the space P(V) lE in the norm 
!j .IIP. Take p>O and a function f E WJE, p)~ For each n 20 t 
P;,<)(f) is nonempty and we can choose a sequence P:P) E P,<,{>(f) 
that 
llf - P91p + 0, n when n tends to infinity. (6.1) 
We also choose a sequence of p-Chebyshev ~o~y~orn~als of E that is the 
sequence (t,<P)} satisfying 
IIt,<P)Ilp=inf{llPIIp : PEAR, P is manic). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (E, p) satisfy (D) and /et QE have ( 
f E W/A& PC), p > 0. Put 
w &rk+l+21+p+l)/n 
n > provided 1 gp < Go, or 
R =nW+A+2[f~+ll~Vn n 7 provided 0 <p < I, 
where k is a positive integer, Y is defined by (2.3), /z by (4.2), 1 by (5.4) or 
(5.5), and p E (0, r]. Suppose there exists a constant A E %? such that for 
almost all n 
P+>(z) #A, n if zEER,. 
Then one can find a function f * E Ck(9,‘) such that f * = f, p-a.e. on E, and 
for any ciE3:, 1~11 = k, either D’f * E Lip,,,(E), provided 0 < p < Y: or 
D’f * E B(E), provided p = r. 
Proof for p 2 1. From Lemma 4.1 we derive 
llf-p<P>II 
lIcyJE+ IAl 
n 5 llf-wlllp+ P- d”+lR;=: II tCP) II nil P’ (6.3) 
Qn the other hand, the definition of a p-Chebyshev polynomial yields 
llt?Jp 5 P(E)“‘” IIt,+ l//E, (6.41 
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and, since IIP,<P,)Jpl 2 [IflIp, via (5.4) we obtain 
IIf?P,:IIEsfI(~+ 1)’ 3 Ml = Ml@, p, f) > 0. 
Applying both above inequalities and (4.2), from (6.3) we get the 
estimation 
Ilf-~n<P>llp5 lIf-~,<“,:lI,+~* @;,,I,,:+‘, 
n+l 
(6.5) 
where M, is a suitable constant independent of n. From this, proceeding 
along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we derive 
llf-P$) 11 = A&/2m(rk+p+l) P< 2 
and, consequently, by (5.4), 
(6.6) 
In view of Lemma 3.1, for E, = M,/2’” (where M, is defined in the same 
way as Mz of (5.9)) we find corresponding functions U, = uE,. Thus, by 
(6.6), repeating the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.3 we show that the 
function 
f * = f u,(P$) - P$%) (6.7) 
??I=1 
is the extension off we seek. The case 0 <p < 1 can be proved in a similar 
way. 
COROLLARY 6.2 (an L,-analogue to [26, Theorem 91). Let (E, ,u) 
satisfy (D) and let QE have (HCP). Let f E W,(E, p) for some p > 0. If there 
exists A E%’ such that P,<“>(z) #A on ER,, R, > 1, where the sequence 
(R;“} is rapidly decreasing to zero, then there exists a function 
f * E Cm(9%T2) such that f * = f, p-a.e. on E. 
ProoJ: Fix kzl and define a:=rk+A+2l+p+i, for ~21, or 
a := rk + A + 21+ p + l/p, for 0 <p < 1. By the hypothesis n”/Ri -+ 0, hence, 
for almost every n we have na”l” 5 R,. Then, Theorem 6.1 implies that f * 
defined by (6.7) is of class Ck. Since k is arbitrarily taken, we get the 
assertion. 
It has been mentioned in the first section that Plesniak [13] extended 
Bernstein’s theorem (case of holomorphic functions) to the case of 
L,-approximation. We shall now give an extension of this result (and an 
analogue to [26, Theorem 31) to the case of any L,-norm. 
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Observe first that a standard reasoning (e.g., [24, p 783) and Lemma 
5.1 lead to the following version of the Bernstein-Walsh theorem (see also 
j14, Theorem 5.21). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let (E, ,u) satisfy (L*) and let the condition (5.1) be 
fu&iYled. Iffor f E L,(E, ,a) it holds 
lim sup dist,(f, Pn(V))““=i. R> 1, 
n-cc 
then there exists a function f * holomorphic in E, such that f * = f, p-ae. 
on E. 
From this we derive the last result. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let (E, p) satisfy (L*) and let the condition (5.1) be 
fulfilled. Let f E W,(E, p) and R> 1. Set P,<“>(z)= a,,z”$ . .’ +a,, (a,, 
can be equal to zero). The following statements are equivalent. 
(1”) There exists a function f * holomorphic in E, such that f * =f, 
p-a.e. on E. 
(2”) For every R, E (1, R) there exists A E%? such that 
z E ER1, for almost all n. 
(3”) hmsup,,, )ann)l/nsl/dR. 
Proof for p 2 1. (1”) * (2”). Without loss of generality we assume that 
f is holomorphic in E,. Take R, E (1, R). The Bernstein-Walsh theorem 
(see, e.g., [24]) yields 
lim sup Ij f - P,<“>li p 5 I/R. 
n+m 
Therefore, since j/f - Pn<p>ljp 5 M, Ilf- P,<“>jl E (for all n 2 1) we have got 
liP,<“=) - Pn<p)ljp S M,/R;, 
for every R, E (R,, R) and n 2 nR2. Now, we apply the Bernstein- 





where a > 1 is chosen to satisfy aR, < R,. Thus, the sequence ( /I Pn<p)II ER, > 
is bounded and we can put A = 1 + sup{ IIP$p>II ER, ). 
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(2”) G- (3”). For R, E (1, R) and a> 1, from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 5.1 
we get 
for almost all IZ. Since a can be chosen arbitrarily close to one and R, close 
to R, we have (2”). 
(3”)*(1”). To each R,E(~, R) we find an integer ~zi such that 
Iann I5 W”R1, tZ>FZ,. 
Then, applying also (6.4) we obtain 
IV- e?ll, 5 Ilf- e$J + I%? I IlPII, 
11 tn 11 E < llf- PCP)ll + M, - = n P d”R; ’ 
iZ>ltl. 
Choose E > 0 satisfying R, := dR,/d+ E > 1. Since II t, II r -+ d, there exists 
n,>n, such that 
IItnIIE5(d+~Y> iZ>?Q. (6.9) 
In view offE W,(E, ,u), from (6.8) and (6.9) we get 
IV- P?>llp 5 M,IK’, n>n2. 
Hence, according to Lemma 6.3 we find a functionf,,,, holomorphic in ERs 
satisfying f,, R, 1 E = f. Since R, --f R, , for E -+ 0 and R, was arbitrarily taken 
from (1, R) the function can be holomorphically extended to the whole 
level set E,. 
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